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Y’all know how much I like proximators. Thin straight one and especially the spade. The 
perfect balance of strength and thin to help you accomplish OS with the least amount of trauma. 
First case: snapped-off lateral between two PFM crowns. I want to remove as atraumatically as 
possible. Straight elevator is too thick here.  

Second case: older patient wanting to get another day out of an old bridge. Infected abut-
ment tooth. Lay small flap and the spade proximator to the rescue. n

Nice job! Buy a few cheap spades on eBay and sharpen them and narrow them. You can get 
any chunk out with a sharp spade. Who cares if it breaks, because they only cost about $10. n

First case was not the most perfect (but close!) to demonstrate the difference between the 
elevator and the proximator. Straight elevators are just too damn thick on the tip to start, and 
continue, down the PDL on certain teeth. If, for example, #10 would have been a tooth with 
a RC, and broken off under the gum line, the straight elevator doesn’t stand a chance. Some 
dentists will sharpen the hell out of a few elevators trying to make a proximator.

A thin little proximator will still find the PDL space no matter what, and (as I’ve posted 
before) can even be lightly tapped with a mallet to drive it apically on very tough teeth. 

No flap or handpiece needed. In another type case where you are trying to take out an upper 
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WT that is positioned high and pressed against the second molar, all your elevator will do is find 
the marginal ridge. If you keep pushing, you can shove the WT up into a space where only an 
OS can go get it. On the other hand, the spade proximator will always be able to get between the 
two teeth and move the WT distally. n

I wanted to add how much I love using a proximator. It saves me so many times with broken 
roots. Three years, hundreds of extractions, root tips, third molars ... my proximator is still sharp 
and working great. I’ve tried similar ones, spades from other name brands, but they didn’t work as 
well as the proximator. Maybe I’m just so used to the proximator. I only have one, the basic straight 
spade; I’m a poor associate dentist, couldn’t afford more than one, but that’s just enough for me. n

Money well spent. Nice “tools” that are used often are damn well worth it. So, what if a nice 
German-made spade and straight proximator costs a little more? The steel is of great quality and, 
if used correctly, will last many, many years. There are some things you can be chintzy with and 
some you should not, IMO. Those two instruments solve so many day-to-day OS problems and 
make the dentists’ life better! n

Can you tell me how a proximator might be more advantageous than a luxator? Seems that 
luxators are thinner and have a larger handle for more leverage. n
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If you notice, the proximator looks more like a fat pencil rather than having a big handle. 

It’s used to get things started, not necessarily to remove the tooth, although I have posted cases 

where I removed all four WT with the spade proximator alone.

The spade in particular is the bomb for most extractions, because it has an extremely sharp 

and tough point you can bury almost anywhere. It helps you make a space and start wiggling so 

the luxator or elevator can take over. 

There are still places where a luxator won’t fit: The straight proximator shown in Case 1 is 

a little more of a specialty instrument but really helpful like shown. It allows you to tease out 

tough teeth in delicate places without picking up a handpiece, laying a flap, etc. If you don’t 

want to get both, certainly start with the spade. It’s the perfect combination of sharp and strong. 

Once you start using it, you’ll find yourself grabbing it first on every extraction.

I have to give credit to Jay Resnick, one of the most helpful OS on this board. I was just 

watching a video of him working and saw he used the spade proximator a lot but never really 

mentioned it much. I think he was just so used to grabbing it didn’t seem important to talk 

about. It is.

If it’s good enough for Jay Resnick to make his life easier, it’s good enough for GPs struggling 

with extraction problems. Proximators solve those problems. Money well spent. n

You can buy a set of proximators on eBay for a fraction of the price of Schumachers. I have 

both and they work just as well. Al’s instrument works great, too; it’s beefier with a large handle. 

If you sharpen it really well, you can use it as both a proximator and an elevator. If you put some 

dirty masking tape on the handle, it looks like a prison shank. I also have Bubba’s luxators but I 

find I use Al’s instrument and the proximators more often. n

I have the cheapos and the Schumacher instruments. I use the cheapos with the fat han-

dles much more often. Oddly, I’ve never broken one, even though I use them as elevators all 

the time. n

David, did you buy an entire kit or is there one or two proximators that you tend to 

favor? n

I only have two, the ones you see on the two cases. I haven’t seen the need for more. The 

spade I use on all cases to start; that thin, straight one is only for deeply broken-off root tips and 

places like Case 1 where I need to tease it out without screwing up bone or gingiva. n

A sharp elevator makes a huge difference. My go-to “luxating elevator” is made by Nordent. 

I buy them from Pearson for $70. Superthin blade for luxation but strong enough that you can 

torque the root and engage the corner of the elevator for some lifting action. n

Similar situation, but not quite what I’m looking for. Straight elevator is too large here.  

Straight proximator will find its way down the PDL every time.
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Remember, the little straight one is for cases like the first and last one, where you want 
to remove a root tip carefully with the least amount of trauma to surrounding tissue. The 
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Check out this integral but often overlooked bit of instrumentation 
Atraumatic is ideal, and this doc shows how it can be done consistently with just a spade proximator. To see this 
conversation and get surgical tips and learn which instruments were used, go to dentaltown.com and under message 
boards, search “Proximators Rule?” This thread will be one of the top results. 

spade, though, is the workhorse: I use it for every extraction as the first instrument I pick 
up. As I’ve posted before, I’ve removed all four WT with only the spade proximator. It’s the 
perfect combination of sharp and strong. It’s good for breaking the gingiva away from the 
tooth, as well. n

When you are using the spade, do you use it to elevate as well? I have been using a spade 
recently and have been trying to get the feel for the technique. n

Al Munk, been in practice a long time and embarrassed to ask this question, but here goes. 
In reading this post, it seems some terms have become interchangeable. Please tell me:
1. Periotomes are very thin and used to cut the ligament.   
2. Proximators are very similar to what I would call an elevator—e.g., 301 straight, but with a 

much thinner blade for deeper penetration into the ligament space. Are they strong enough 
to elevate with, or should you proceed to what I would call an elevator, with the thicker 
and probably stronger blade with less chance of breakage? 

3. Is there a difference between what some call the luxator and an elevator? If anyone could 
be so inclined to post pics of all types side by side, it might penetrate my feeble brain. 
Thank you. n

The definitions have all blurred as instruments have evolved. I can tell you that spades are thin 
enough to go down PDL for roots, yet strong enough to use as elevators. They can be thinned 
for other purposes as well, but probably would not be good to use as an elevator after thinning. 
Luxators usually are very thin right from the factory, and I have a few of those as well.  n

Ten minutes of finessing and you have a flapless, atraumatic extraction of a tooth decayed 
below the bone with a nice dilaceration and space loss due to long-term caries. Schumacher 
spade and small straight proximators are my favorite, by far. I’ve tried other brands and knock-
offs, but nothing compares in quality. n
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